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“Modern Aphrodite”
Ramey Baker
1st Place, Art
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“A Letter to My Mind”
Ramey Baker
1st Place, Prose (Fiction)
Stop. Do not put up your defenses when the war has not yet started, for you will only fall
when the attack comes. Do not retreat when there are only a few hundred of your men
left, for you will have to explain why you did not come back sooner. Do not walk in the
shadows when you know the sunlight is a safe place. Why are you allowing the fall of
your men to happen at the grasp of your hand? Stop. Do not let these men go, only to see
yourself in their terrified eyes. Stop. Do not let their hands be dirty with the blood of
their own sons and daughters. Stop. You are no longer what controls these men, for you
deceive them with your own enemies, you feed them poisonous bread and tell them to
wake the next morning. Stop. You only have a fever; it will be cured by sunrise.

“The Book Bag”
Aryana Rhoden
nd
2 Place, Prose (Fiction)
With only two days left before the big day, I was worried about my first day of high
school because I had no book bag, the most important accessory of my outfit. The first
day of school equals fashion show. Mom called me at 6:45 that Friday evening,
celebrating that she had just bought the cutest book bag that would help me “show out”
for high school. So overwhelmed with joy, I could barely control myself. This was the
most anxious I had ever been in my life as I waited for my mother’s return like a baby
who had not seen its mother in days. I saw the golden knob of our apartment steel door
turning, and there she was with a large brown Bloomingdale’s shopping bag with my
goodies. It felt like Christmas!
As I sat down to open the bag, my heart fell into the ditch. Turns out that the bag was
not cute at all. Despite my love for the color, my facial expression immediately proved
my dislike at that very moment. I stared at it with disgust as my mom continuously tries
to convince me that nothing was wrong with it; my anger could be seen and felt a mile
away. I had no choice! While everyone would look their best at the start of the new
school year, I would have to surrender the burnt-out red Jansport bag my brother had
given me last year and embrace that UGLY violet cross-body of a book bag my mother
thought was attractive. The bag had an eagle patch on the side while the inside was
camouflaged with the white logo ‘A&E’ all over.
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I could picture it so clearly, every day having to walk around in that washed-out thing
that looked like it had gone to war and back. I might as well bring my books in one of
the plastic bags that they give out at the grocery store instead of bringing this terrible big
Barney sack. It would make me look as if I were a two-year-old. Tears slowly running
down my face, I exploded. “You don’t have to wear it! I do!” I grabbed it off the chair
and stormed to my room.
Next week finally came, and I had to brace myself for the torture. I decided after the
drama with my mother at the dinner table, I would try my best to play it off rather than
be called lame for recycling the red one my brother gave me. Wearing a bag from last
school year? NO! Everyone would be showing off their new school bags, clothes, shoes,
and hairstyles for the first day as expected. One thing, for sure: no one had on any
recyclables.
It felt like all eyes remained on me because of that stupid bag. Walking through the
hallways of Tilden Campus, I heard the whispering of gossip and even the big burst of
laughter amongst several groups of people. Even though I knew the gossip and laughter
were not aimed for me, I just blamed the bag for every little thing. All that played
through my mind as I walked through the hallway was that the bag would be named
after the cartoon character, Barney, and I would be teased for the entire school year with
this thing across my body. I tried everything I could have possibly done to get rid of
Barney, but settling with it seemed to be my only option. My mom refused to buy me a
new one. “THERE IS NOTHING WRONG WITH IT!” she screamed every time I would
go to her, complaining about this terrible bag. The first day passed and luckily, my
embarrassment was not important because of the distraction my sparkling Pandora
bracelet created.
The next day, I decided to go to the schoolyard to talk with my friends on the basketball
court. We all felt relaxed and happy to finally get some fresh air after being in the
building for five long hours. So eager to go involve myself in the conversations, I threw
Barney towards the bench and it hit the fence, which tore a huge hole in the middle of
the eagle. I have never been so excited since that phone call on Friday evening when I
had gotten the call about this ugly bag. My emotions then shifted to being really
confused. I did not know if I should have felt happy that the book bag was not meant to
be, or if I should be scared to face the anger of my mother accusing me of purposefully
tearing it. I imagined her telling me, “You did it on purpose and you are carrying this
ripped bag for the rest of the semester!” That statement scared me, but I knew my mom
would not do that. --I hoped….
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I went home that day innocent and happy. I pretended as if the whole situation had not
happened and placed Barney on the chair, hiding the hole. I went to my room and fell
asleep because I figured I would get in trouble. After about twenty minutes, the noise of
the twisting doorknob woke me from my sleep. She had quickly noticed the hole in my
bag and brought the bag to my room to ask me, “Why does the bag have a hole?” I broke
down in tears as I replied, “It was an accident Mom, I swear!” I told her what happened,
and she acted as if she did not care and walked away.
I buried my face into the puddle of tears on my pillow, as I got even more depressed. Not
only was the bag ugly and purple, but it had a hole in it. As I got out of bed to go wash
my face, I saw two brown bags parked at my door. “Those are for you!” she yelled across
the hall. “Oh my gosh, please don’t let me relive Friday,” I muffled under my breath. As
I sat down to look into the bags, there they were, one black leather with the gold Tory
Burch logo centered on the front, and the other, pink, soft and fury with a hint of Juicy
Couture freshness, just like in the store. I ran over the bags, across the room and gave
my mom a big kiss on her cheek. “I’m sorry, Mom.” She laughed as she said, “It’s okay,
and you are so spoiled.”
I felt like a brand new person the next day at school because even kids in the twelve
grade complimented my bag. Finally, high school had begun.

“Jealousy”
Lyric Perry
st
1 Place, Poetry
Of all the traits, the worst is jealousy
Also referred to as the gateway drug
Surrounding lovers-- not much else to see
Must lovers hide in holes their feelings dug?
Depression formed from something said too late
Like I don’t know her, I don’t love her bae
And I love you girl only you. Its fate
But now that poison kills us every day
It’s twisting truths now only lies spill out
“Im running late” is now “im kissing her
It makes me worry filling me with doubt.
Now I can’t love, my heart won’t even stir
So jealousy is the worst trait you see
It won’t let you and me remain a “we”
4

“The Bend”
Julia White
2nd Place, Art

“The Power of Temptation”
Kareem Banks
It’s what transforms a boy into a man.
No longer surrounded by Eden’s walls.
Chastity is gone. Temptation been planned.
That the red apple falls.
I contact a set of odd emotions.
Anxiety, confusion, and rare pride.
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Temptation and I fought, with commotion.
Loss! When her bra untied and legs divide.
Grasping her from the sole to the dome
Stole second and third base, now I am home.
She leaves an aroma while the releasing
Of endorphins puts me into a coma.
Stunned with excitement, to my friends I gloat
Detached from the sheep for now I am a goat.
Lord please forgive me, as I am a sinner.
However this sin makes me feel like a winner.
I should have waited for my Misses Right.
But Temptation came a like thief in the night.

“Angel”
Jeremy Thaxton
3rd Place, Poetry
My heart goes thump thump, thump thump, thump, thump
Every time my eyes gaze upon your beautiful face
Oh sweet angel
What makes my heat beat so hard and fast?
Every time my eyes gaze upon your beauty
Is it your beautiful eyes that are brighter than any star in the night sky
Is it your beautiful angelic face
Oh beautiful angel
I ponder and ponder and then I know
What makes me feel the way I do
When I gaze upon you
I feel love towards you
Oh sweet angel
The time has come
To confess how I fell for you
I walk towards you through that crowded room
I open my mouth to say the words
I have to say
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When I do, you put your finger to my lips
And you say, I know what you’re about to say
I love you
And I feel the same way about you
Oh sweet angel

“Photography”
Aaron Huddleston
2nd Place, Photography
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“While I’m Sleeping”
Anna Ball
2nd Place, Poetry
Awake, she stares into the midnight black,
forever on her guard. She’s always near,
so I won’t fear, just waiting to attack.
She will not rest until she feels it’s clear.
At last she feels it’s time to sleep, and lays
across my feet. Although she may seem fast
asleep, she’s never unaware. She stays
a loyal friend, she cannot be surpassed.
If someone tries to come tonight to steal
away my things, my dog will launch into
the night and cause the criminal to squeal.
With her around, not one thief will get through.
To me she is a gift sent from above.
To my dog Blair, I send you all my love.

“My Melanin is Perfect”
Martize Spearman
2nd Place, Photography
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“Stained Winter Floor”
Chelsi Hendrix
2nd Place, Prose (Fiction)
Grey clouds swarm the atmosphere, darkening the world below. Consuming the sky in a
flurry of blinding white, the tiny flakes begin to swirl. Graceful and delicate, these
crystallized ballerinas dance playfully to the sullen earth. Each touch of these tender
souls graces the land with an unnatural glow. Among the trees of the forest below, the
branches gather the young flakes and allow them a breather from their long journey
from the sky. As the clumps become bigger, some fall to the earth faster, smashing into
the bodies of their kin. The forests greens replaced with that of the black and white of
winter. Color is not permitted this time of year, only everything clean and simple.
Among the collective flakes, lies a color that has defied the rules for this cold winter. A
deep red stains a few patches of the virgin earth, staining the clean garment of the forest
floor. Each drop of red mocks the serene scenery as they trail off to an unnatural clump
of snow. A body lays there, but it is not the body of a creature of the wooded lands, nor
does it belong to the dwellers of the earth or the roamers of the sky. Golden strands of
hair contrast against the cold white background, like angel hair shining past the white
gates of heaven. Hidden behind these golden locks was a face, a young and beautiful
face. Tinged with the blue of the summer sky, the complexion was mostly white, eyes
closed as if in an eternal sleep awaiting a prince’s warm kiss. Soft lips stood out the most
as they were painted with the same red that stained the snow. The red did not cease at
the lips; a warm red scarf, muddled in dirt and foliage, was carefully wrapped around
the young girl’s throat. A crimson sweater, knitted with love in every stitch, covered the
girl from the frozen world around her. A long silken skirt, decorated in intricate white
lace and tainted with bits of red here and there covered her lower half in a dignified
manner. Her shoes were a glossy red and resembled something along the lines of
galoshes. She laid there, still to the world and just as quiet as the flakes falling from the
sky, her soft golden locks slightly rearranging themselves as a gentle breeze pushed
them around.

“Past, Past”
Miguel Davis
Walk with your eyes and not your shoulder blades
Try not to unstitch the sows you made
Cause those seams were stitched with love not broken shame
So get past past, jump the present, and stay at future for a brighter day
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“Where I’m From”
Terri Williams
2nd Place, Poetry
I’m from pleated skirts,
From Dry Cleaners and Sta-Flo
I am from playing outside until the street lights come on.
From jumping double dutch and chasing the ice-cream truck,
With long weekend nights playing Blind Man’s Bluff.
I’m from the Spanish moss,
The live oaks
King of the bayou and brown dirt; a long way from home.
I’m from Mardi Gras and gatherings for Christmas Dinner,
From Chareen and Bruce
I’m from the now I lay me and the clean your room,
From get out of grown folks conversations!
And don’t talk back!
I’m from “Let the good times roll!”
The Big Easy, where the city never sleeps.
I’m from family reunions, crawfish broils and po’boys.
From the heart my grandfather died grasping,
And from the heart my father got repaired.
I’m from good foodA melting potA celebration of love.

“Never Meant to Stay Here”
Brittany Cone
3rd Place, Poetry
If I could, I would sneak out every night after my family were asleep.
I would lie in the damp grass
And hope that the stars would heal the pain that life has given me.
With every passing night,
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More and more of me will disappear, melting into the universe.
Then, one day, I will no longer be tied to just this form
I will run through everything, yet be nothing
For I was made from pixie dust and wanderlust
And I was never meant to stay here.

“The Story of a Piano”
Chelsi Hendrix
rd
3 Place, Prose (Fiction)
I am a piano.
The first place I went to was a huge concert hall.
The performance was Chopin’s Grand Polonaise Brillante, OP.22.
Every week, there were solo recitals and music competitions. I played many tunes with
many other pianists. After that, the war broke out. The streets then reverberated with
the sound of gun fire. The concert hall was used as an arms storage room. So I was taken
to a bar. One of them, a young boy, was especially good at playing nocturnes. He played
OP.9 NO.2. But after that day, he was never seen again. That night, the military officer,
who usually performed jazz, started playing a waltz, OP.69 NO.1 the “Fare Well Waltz.”
Finally, the war ended and the army left the city. The military officer became the
bartender. I played whatever was requested; jazz, classical, military songs, praise songs.
One day, I was taken to a new place to call home, the city’s school. Initially, I was very
confused, but then, I didn’t feel so bad. I watched the children, once so small they
couldn’t reach my shoulders, grow up and taller than I. But one day, a new piano
arrived. Finally, I turned into an extremely worn out piano. Thus, I left the city and was
taken to a place far, far away.
Then he started to play me again, the piece was Grand Polonaise Brillante, OP.22.
His skills were better, but he played with the same gentle fingers as before.
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“Street View”
Misty Williamson
“Being Natural Can Kill You”
Grealena Phea
1st Place, Nonfiction
We live in a time where nearly everything we put into our bodies is highly
commercialized to encourage us to be organic. This phenomenon doesn’t just stop at food; it
also includes a decrease in the number of individuals who are being vaccinated. It is either the
belief that vaccines cause autism (which has never been medically proven), it is simply not a
natural choice (since you are deliberately injecting a weakened virus into the body), or it is
simply painful to imagine our babies having an average of three doses of pain during one visit.
Side effects of the vaccines may include soreness and redness (of the injection site) and possible
low grade fever. To the uninformed parent who is unaware of what is really going on when an
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individual has a fever, these symptoms may seem convincing enough to decline these resources
at your child’s next pediatric appointment. However, the side effects of not vaccinating children
should definitely be considered.
One of the most common and misunderstood side effects of vaccinations is fever. Many
parents are alarmed at the even the slightest spike of temperature in their child (whether from
immunizations or unknown causes). Many are aware that a fever is indication of illness or
pathogenic sources being present in the body; however, since “it increases the production of
interferon, a chemical that inhibits viral reproduction,” it would be beneficial to abstain from any
medications that will cause it cease (Rinehart, 2009). Should a fever be closer to 102 degrees, it
should be treated with medication to prevent brain damage from occurring. One of the other
reasons parents opt to not immunize their children is pain and discomfort, which is often
temporary and easily forgotten by the child. Ironically, these parents feel that their deep desire
for their child’s comfort (while not vaccinating) may soon cause them an insurmountable pain
(physically and economically) should they become infected by an unknown source. As result of
the child’s limited to non-existing medical record of vaccinations, the child may need to be
hospitalized and isolated until the causative agent can be identified by a series of, dare I say it,
painful injections. According to the CDC, having your child vaccinated “will cost less in time
and money to obtain than infectious diseases cost in time off work to care for a sick child,
potential long-term disability care, and medical costs” (McCarthy, 2008). In contrast, vaccinated
individuals have a more extensive medical record specifying vaccinations and dates in which
they were administered. This allows for the physician to immediately eliminate several possible
causative agents (based on immunization records) and only focus on those that can’t be
eradicated with vaccinations.
It is alarming to think that many individuals are relying on other parents to vaccinate their
children in order to protect their own. What happens when the majority of the population opt to
take the same stance? According to a recent study, “92 to 94 percent of the population must be
vaccinated to protect against outbreak,” which is referred to as herd immunity
(Vaccinesprocon.org). Unfortunately, “in 2011, 49 US states…did not meet herd immunity
threshold for pertussis (whooping cough), resulting in a 2012 outbreak that sickened 42,000
people” (Vaccinesprocon.org). Many of these fatal diseases that had been eradicated over fifty
years ago are suddenly resurfacing as a result of lack of knowledge and the reliance of others.
There are several questions that should be asked when considering whether or not to vaccinate
your child: would you really want to trust total strangers with your child’s life, and would you
rather have your child die of natural causes or live as a result of unnatural resources?
Works Cited
McCarthy, Kevin. "To vaccinate or not to vaccinate." Consumerreports.org. Consumer Reports, 23 September 2008.
Web. 21 April 2016.
Rinehart,Chris. "Fevers Are Actually Beneficial to Human Health.” sandpointwellnesscouncil.com. Winter Ridge
Market, 7 July 2009. Web. 21 April 2016.
“Should Any Vaccines Be Required for Children?” Procon.org. Procon.org, 4 April 2016. Web. 21 April 2016.
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“Pity the Thought”
Michael Tumlin
I pity the thoughts that enter my head,
the smart ones roll over - they play dead.
Stupid ideas, they avoid all knowledge,
seven years spent in a two year college.
Invisible yous; imaginary numbers,
forth roll back, deep in a slumber.
The Federal Government - they pay for this?
The study of things that do not exist?
Deep within me lie the remains;
a battered ambition - the dragon is slain.
The creature plummets - we hear a groan;
The Feds, the beast, and student loan.

“Bad Hair Days”
Justin Fernander
Her eyes were as blue as the ocean
As if a witch had stirred them in a potion
Because of this I couldn’t help but stare
Until I found out she had really bad hair
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“Mickey Mosaic”
Carrie Tarpley
2nd Place, Art
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“O Farmer! O Farmer!”
Megan Dutton
3rd Place, Poetry
O farmer! O farmer! You day has just begun.
The sun had risen over every field, the day will be so much fun.
The eggs need pick’n, the cows need milk’n, the kids are energetic
While feet are moving, the truth is revealed
The Tract! Tract! Tractor
Oh the drops of oil
Where the ground should be clean,
His shirt filled with oil and soil.
O farmer! My Farmer! Hurry up and fix the leak
Hurry up – your day is now paused- but the work must still be done
For you tools and new parts – for you an afternoon of repairing
Kids call you don’t answer, they come running, concerned about what you are doing
O farmer! Dear Daddy!
You fixin the tractor;
Praying what you do fixes the problem,
His shirt filled with oil and soil.
My Farmer doesn’t respond, he is concentrating and focused;
My daddy doesn’t hear me yell, he gets still when he hears me for he will become
unfocused;
Getting closer and closer the tractor then sounds;
From a paused productive afternoon, the work now rebounds;
Hurray, O Joy, Yes, O Tractor!
But I still unsure what is going on,
Where my father was on the ground no longer
Filled with oil and soil.

“Violence in Sports”
Kofi Mensah
2nd Place, Nonfiction
Everybody is aware that violence in sports is inevitable. Sports violence can
referred to as a behavior which causes harm, occurs outside of the rules of the sport, and
is unrelated to the competitive objectives or nature of the sport. Violence is most
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prevalent in team contact sports, such as basketball, football, soccer, and ice hockey.
We can identify two forms of aggression in sports: Instrumental aggression and reactive
aggression. Instrumental aggression is non-emotional and task-oriented, and reactive
aggression has an underlying emotional component, with harm as its goal; violence is an
outcome of reactive aggression (Leonard, 1988). An increase in both frequency and
seriousness of acts of violence has been well documented. While most occurrences of
violence emanate from players, others, including coaches, parents, fans, and the media,
also contribute to what has been described as an epidemic of violence in sports today.
Sources of violence in sports can be classified into three groups: The attitudes of
spectators, media, courts, and society; the athlete’s intermediate reference group, thus
coaches and teammates; the structure or nature of the game. We all know that football
is the most popular sport in the United States and ironically, it is popular because of the
violence. An important quote by Todd Jewel saying, “If you take away the violence there
will no football because spectators like to see big dudes smash into each other” basically
shows how people actually love the violence (Lee, 1985).
First of all, one group that contributes to violence will be the spectators, mass
media, and courts. I am very aware that a considerable research has been done on
spectator violence; most fans have a thirst for violence. Another quote by Leonard
Marcellus saying, “A central issue is whether fans incite player violence or reflect it. The
evidence is inconclusive; spectators do take cues from players, coaches, and one
another” indicates how fans are also a source of violence in sports (Leonard, 1988).
Spectators often derive a sense of social identity and self-esteem from a team; emulation
of favorite players is an element of this identification. Group solidarity with players and
coaches leads a view of opposing teams as enemies and brings about hostility towards
the “outgroup” and, by extension its supporters, geographical locale, ethnic group, and
perceived social class (Lee, 1985). Violence by fans may also be related to nationalism
or as an outlet for underlying social tensions; violence triggered or caused by spectators
are often alcohol-related. A typical incident which occurred last year when a San
Francisco 49ers fan shot two of his friends who were Seattle Seahawks fans after a
disappointing loss to the Seattle Seahawks during the NFC Championship (Wilkey,
2014). Whatever the reason, fans demand a certain level of violence, at least for some
sports. In hockey for example, studies show that the more the violence, the higher the
attendance at NHL games, even though excessive aggression reduces a team's chance of
winning. Sports like ice hockey, football, and boxing thrive on fights and hits.
Additionally, mass media also contribute to the acceptability of sports; it occupies
a paradoxical position. Media affords ample exposure to sports-related violence via
television and radio, thus providing numerous examples for children who imitate such
behavior. Media glamorizes players, often the most controversial and aggressive ones;
however, the exposure given to sports violence by the media has stimulated increased
efforts to control and prevent such behavior. Courts also are increasingly been asked to
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rule on injuries inflicted during games. Playing sport is not license for anarchy.
Courts have generally sought to distinguish violence intrinsic to a sport from behavior
outside the norm, but a game’s formal rules cannot legalize conduct that would
otherwise be forbidden, and are often surprisingly unhelpful: much of what they
explicitly punish (such as excessive tackling in soccer) is banned precisely because it
occurs so often, and can be considered part of the sport. Courts are generally closed to
cases where violence occurs in direct connection with play, but as awareness of the
dangers of contact sports grows, so may judges’ willingness to hear claims for civil
liability. In 2013, National Football League reached a $765m settlement (likely to be
increased after a judge overturned it for being too stingy) with former players over brain
damage, setting a precedent that leagues can be held liable for previously unknown
health risks to which players could not have consented (Woods, 2015). A sport like
boxing is extreme because competitors win by hurting each other but it stands outside
the ordinary law because society chooses to tolerate it.
Last but not the least, another important group that contributes to violence will
be the athletes and their intermediate reference group, thus coaches and teammates.
Everyone knows that when violence increases in sports, fan attendance and television
viewership goes up. One particular incident in the National Football League that led to
a widespread outrage was when the New Orleans Saints crossed ethical lines by paying
players to injure opponents. This incident actually violated the rules of the National
Football League, but the damages were already done. In my opinion, frustration is
normally the main cause of violence by players; frustration results when one’s efforts to
reach a particular goal are blocked. In football and soccer in particular, frustration can
be caused by questionable calls by officials, failure to make a particular play, injuries
that interfere with optimum performance, and taunts by coaches and sometimes
teammates. Vicarious reinforcement may be derived from seeing professional players
lionized and paid huge salaries, because of their aggressive style of play. Players who
don't display the desired degree of aggressiveness may receive negative reinforcement
through criticism from coaches, lack of playing time, harassment by teammates,
opponents, or even spectators.
Lastly, the structure of sports like football, soccer, and many other contact sports
are sometimes perceived to be “mock battles” due to their competitive nature. Another
quote by Lynn Jamieson saying, “In professional sports, it's a business, it's a job, it's a
future, it's a livelihood, and players are going to put a lot on the line to keep moving
forward and make themselves more distinctive as an individual or team. Football is a
brutal, quasi-barbaric game and also the preeminent spectator sport in the United
States; its object is to hit and its byproduct is to hurt” shows how the nature of a sport
can also lead to violence (Ryan, 2014).
In conclusion, we can infer that violence is basically what makes sports what they
are, and the basic principle that makes violence in sports legal is consent, just as people
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consent to allow surgeons to cut them open, athletes consent to allow other
athletes to harm them; however, the violence mainly derives from the attitudes of
spectators, media, the structure of the game, and the players and their intermediate
group. Furthermore, for us to be able to curb or reduce levels of violence in sports, our
society and culture as a whole will need to do some major self-reflection.
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“Home”
Lauren Hill
The fog was laid out like a blanket, gently covering the miles stretched out ahead of me;
the vivid greens of the forest muted by its mist. The sky was gray but my spirit felt light.
I passed by ponds dotted with lily pads, and fields freckled with cows. A broad and
powerful river flowed beneath me and reminded me of where I was, and how much
further I had to go. The sun began to peek through the clouds, and eventually the sky
faded from gray to brilliant blue. I could see the horizon, where the forest met the sky,
and it seemed so far away. And yet, I knew I would reach it.
I would be home.
I would cross the muddy water and travel beneath the pines to get back.
For home is where my heart resides, wherever home may be.
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“The Life of a Star: Dej Loaf”
Martize Spearman

“Summer is Blooming”
Aliyah Smith
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“Bird of Life”
Kevin Alexander
3rd Place, Art
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“Mosaic Cross”
Kendell Weekes
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“To Eat or Not To Eat”
Madison Simmons
2nd Place, Nonfiction
“I hate eating in front of other people. I can tell they’re judging me, thinking
‘She’s so fat, [sic] why is she eating that?” (Banker, 1) In today’s society, many people
find themselves falling under the body-image standards set before us by models and
celebrities. We see the perfectly curved and slimmed bodies of our favorite Hollywood
star, and we want to look just like them. Many people have experimented with dieting
and different types of exercise routines to try to achieve a body-image goal. Because of
this, people stay blinded by the fact that we have more obese and anorexic women in the
United States than in any other country. Both obesity and anorexia remain classified as
eating disorders; however, the way they effect the body differentiate.
Statistically speaking, women are much more likely than men to develop an
eating disorder in her lifetime. Body dissatisfaction and shame about food choices are
becoming everyday experiences for females of all ages and a growing number of males in
our country. Anorexia Nervosa begins to develop in individuals who fall anywhere on
the weight spectrum, and those who suffer from this disease will find themselves
extremely fearful of weight gain. They eventually start to starve themselves, and most of
their organs begin to shut down. Hence, eating disorders have the highest mortality rate
of any mental illness.
In addition, those who suffer from obesity put themselves at a high risk for many
health problems; even death. Obesity in America has been on the rise for countless years
now. The disease is defined as an excess of body fat, caused by uncontrollable
overeating. More than two-thirds of the U.S. population is overweight. Likewise, obesity
can potentially lead to cardiovascular issues, diabetes, and cancer.
Anorexia and obesity are alike in ways but can also be viewed as being very
different. Both diseases hurt you psychologically and physically. Obesity is hard to
recover from if you are not determined, and anorexia is hard to recover from without
help. Both obesity and anorexia are linked to low self-esteem and depression. Anorexics
often feel very guilty. Due to this fact, they are suicidal in their thoughts. They will get to
the point where they stop eating for extended periods, over exercise, and their bodies
slowly start to wither. Obese people constantly eat, adding to their body fat, and
eventually cause larger problems with their health.
Both conditions carry significant emotional burdens. Obesity and anorexia share
a profound emotional consequence: shame and self-blame. In our Westernized, fat
phobic culture, we are very weight obsessed. As a culture, we tend to set certain body
standards for women and young girls.
Ever since I hit puberty, I too have struggled with body image. I cannot begin to
tell you how many times I have gone on and off diets, losing weight only to gain it right
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back. Like an anorexic, I would not eat much over a period, or I would stop eating
altogether. The way I viewed myself was completely different from how others viewed
me. In my mind, I was worthless. I struggled with self-destruction on a daily basis. I
began to hurt myself in the process, but I did not realize I was hurting those who cared
about me the most.
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“Feel the Rhythm”
Julia White
3rd Place, Art
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“Summertime”
Shameiraka Neal
O sunrise! My sunshine! Our journey has just begun.
The season is showerin’ orange, the bright shining sun-Summer is near the heat, we feel all we’re asking for is air.
While summer is here get ready to flare-The colors of summertime.
But O heat! Heat! Heat!
O the daylight fire you bring.
When flowers bloom, we see sunshine-O wonderful things.
O sunrise! My sunshine! Wake up and smell the air.
Wake up- summer has just begun-- and everyone is aware.
School’s out for summertime- for the kids to take a break.
They call it a break, two months and some days to us, it is just an escape.
O sunshine! My summertime!
Is almost at an end.
Wishing we could give it a stretch.
It’s just the summer trend.
O summertime, do not go, forever will be missed.
The kids do not understand why do you insist.
The season is changing day by day, Fall creeping upon us.
From endless fun from the sun, what more to discuss.
End of our journey, time to say -Our final goodbyes
Until next time, we’ll meet up again
Hello Fall break.
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“Moss Over Death”
Kristina Grimaldi
3rd Place, Photography
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“Education Earned”
Chelsey Hicks
3rd Place, Nonfiction
For most, school is a journey that “begins with a single step” (Tzu), towards their
legacy. As students progress through high school into college, they realize things
gradually get more challenging. At all levels of education, either in high school or in
college, educators share the same goal: however, students notice many differences
between high school education and college education. Teaching methods, study habits,
and student responsibilities increase dramatically for students in college compared to
high school, where education is prepared and delivered to them.
One of the major differences between high school and college concern how the
information and lessons are given. In high school, students do not need to study
continually because the educators teach in a way that delivers specifics to the student. In
order to pass the end of grade testing, teachers "pack'' the lesson to ensure that students
have exactly what is required. College professors teach to where the students receive
unlimited amounts of information that makes them think logically to figure out the
subject as a whole. For example, writing a paper in high school and writing a paper in
college differs in many ways, such as how the teachers grade, how students write the
paper, and how students have to devote their time to properly write the paper.
High school students usually do not need to study continually to do well, whereas
in college, they study every second that they have to spare or risk failing the class. High
school students seem to have their education handed to them thanks to the government,
because of the way the teachers disperse out the information to the students via telling
them what to do in order to pass the end of grade tests. Teachers feed students in high
school every piece of information they “need” to know in order to get them to succeed in
their class. Professors in college zoom through a truckload of information and expect the
students to know it by the next class. Students in college have to put a tremendous
amount of time and devotion towards earning their education.
In high school, students find it easier to pass classes with less studying; on the
other hand, students find it imperative to study daily in college in order to comprehend
the class material. However, studying for students in high school is more of skimming
over the material right before the exam, whereas students in college need to study
consistently in order to understand the course. In high school, classes are set at the
same schedule every day, so they have a routine of study. Classes in college are set so
that the student can fit that class into their schedule, making it to where they have a
study schedule for their benefit. Even though both types of students have many
differences, they both have to use logic in order to succeed in their classes.
High school and college students equally share the responsibility of maintaining
their grades. Students should seek assistance when they have difficulty with their
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courses. Some of the services that the students can utilize in both high school and
college are tutors, after school programs, and study groups. In addition, when a student
joins a club or a group their responsibility is to keep up with meetings, requirements,
and schedules. By this logic, students should be the curators of their own experience;
taking charge, organizing and building towards the future they want. High school
students tend to rely on their parents to instruct them on priorities when it comes to
their education; however, in college, the student’s responsibility to keep up with his or
her assignments and due dates increase. For example, high school students expect their
parents to do their assignments for them, while in college parents expect the students to
keep up with their own assignments. During the high school to college transition,
students are required to cut their dependence on parents and teachers drastically.
I knew the transition from high school to college would open up a new array of
challenges. Although I made straight A’s in high school, I often had fear in the back of
my mind. I was mesmerized by the simplicity of maintaining good grades compared to
the difficulty of the college courses. Keeping up with my studies and my GPA came
naturaly for me in high school, but when I got to college, it became my greatest battle.
Even though it is difficult, college satiates my desire for knowledge by giving me
opportunities to grow in wisdom.
Education is an important stepping-stone in life. High school and college
educations’ have similarities and differences when it comes to teacher delivery methods,
study habits and students’ responsibilities. Preparing for the future, should be one's
responsibility in both high school and in college. Therefore, with hard work the
education one earns will prepare them for the future they hope to have.
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“Path”
Chelsi Hendrix
Along the abandoned road, a decrepit structure conquers the land.
Dark hues of mossy green and faded yellow contrast among the verdant foliage.
Although the rooting wooden panels welcome the earth once more.
Newly formed sprouts rise within the unnatural structure, reclaiming territory once
again.
Yet the over growth does not hide the gravel path behind the decayed remnants.
The path is marked with soft stones of the river.
The brambles and trees seem to engulf the walkway, blotting out the sun.
Into the brush, past the safety and comfort of the warm light.
Time slows down and primal fears uproot themselves within this unknown terrain.
The taste of dew permeates the air and a sudden cold washes over bare skin.
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Over extended twigs reach out to grab clothing, warning the traveler to go no further.
Twisted thorns lash out cutting small wounds exposed flesh protecting its quarry.
The forest does not wish for her prize to be discovered.
Fear is overcome by the enticing wonderment of what could be at the end of this
narrowing path. Pushing through bushes and branches, an opening is seen.
Encircled by trees, a shallow beam pushes through, illuminating the vacant zone of the
forest.
Through the gentle hush of the wind, a few words can be heard from a distant voice.
Words spoken softly as to not disturb the quiet calm.
And a dead silence envelops the woods.

“A Cop’s Favorite Criminal”
Julia White
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“Who Runs the World?”
Andreena Dennis
3rd Place, Nonfiction
Him: I want a beautiful wife. I want her to have a nice body and look like a super model. I do not want
her getting fat and not keeping herself up after we get together. In addition, when I want to have sex,
she needs to be there to give me what I want.
Her: I want to have a stomach that is flat as a pancake, and I want to have a small waist with nice size
breast and butt. I can be a stay at home mother that takes care of the children and works to please my
husband.
When women are put into a small “box” of how they should look and what women should do,
society makes women feel less important because we are not looked at as equals to men. How could any
woman be unique? Men and society should stop looking at women as objects or toys and should treat
women as humans and give the same opportunities.
As women, we often see ourselves through the eyes of others. That is for the good sometimes and
for the bad other times. Society believes that women should be a size 2 with no curves or anything. The
media portrays only skinny women, which makes women with curves self-conscious of their own beauty.
In my opinion most of the time those girls look sick. The average woman does not look like that; why not
show what the average women looks like since there is a very shapely world of women out there? Seeing
only skinny people on the television or on advertisements makes curvier women uncomfortable in their
own skin most of the time, taking away from women’s confidence rather than building it up. We do not
need to shame people just because of what they look like; we need to accept all types of women. After all,
we accept all types of men in any shape or size. Showing skinny women makes men want women that look
like that but often men are not going to find a woman like that because very few exist. Society and men
make it look like being curvier is not attractive and makes women ugly.
Women can do the same thing as men can, but society feels that women are inadequate to do a
man’s job. For example, society believes that women cannot make a good CEO because they believe that
women are too emotional and make decisions based on their emotions. Society believes men should be
the boss, but women can handle a superior role just as well as a man can.
In addition to them believing that we are inadequate, they believe that we are weak. If we are so
incapable of doing, why do men depend on us to do everything, like taking care of their families? I know if
I did not believe someone was strong enough and able to handle my family I would not give them that job.
Woman are not just on this earth for companionship and they are not just here to please you and tend to
your needs. We have needs too; we want to prop our feet up and watch television but we cannot. We have
to keep the house clean, help the children with homework, and cook dinner, and we have to keep the man
happy most of all. . Without us men would not know what to do, we keep up with the appointments, we
cook the dinner, and we keep their clothes clean. Without us, even sports would eventually end because
men need us to make the next generation of professional athletes!
Women in this society are stronger and more independent than ever. Women do what they have
to do to survive, and no man can take that away. Women are the backbones for men; without women, this
world would be in chaos. Without us, their pleasures and enjoyment of life would come to an end.
It may be a man’s world but women of all shapes and sizes rule it world.
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“Spring”
Aliyah Smith
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“Bloom”
Julia White
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“Kermit”
Julia White
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“Coaching Little League Football”
Thomas Mason
3rd Place, Nonfiction
In the beginning as the kids are sorted by age, you first start to evaluate kids
based on simple drills, like running through cones, agility ladder drills, speed drills and
strength drills. These drill are non-contact drills. Next, you evaluate the kids based on
size and athleticism, you are looking for kids, who can play skill positions vs. strength
positions, as well as determining offensive players vs. defensive players.
Meanwhile, you are separating the more athletic kids, and your faster kids, to
start them on learning and understanding the skill position like; Running back,
quarterback, wide receiver, and tight end. Also, at this time you are taking the kids, who
you see are not afraid of contact and maybe who have played football before, or just have
older brothers and sisters who play ruff with them, they aren’t scared to hit(tackle) or
get hit. These kids are going to be your defensive linemen, linebacker’s cornerback’s,
and safety’s. With them being separated, it allows for more specific one on one training,
and drills to develop the kids and allow for learning their position and good technique to
help avoid injury.
It’s always so funny, how a kid comes up to you with the desire to play a certain
position, and you darn well this kid hasn’t got a clue on what he’s asking for. But I like to
give every kid an opportunity to play the position they want to play. We also notice that
reality sets in when the kid realizes it’s not as easy as it looks on TV. And they give you
the “Deer in the headlight look!” Then you tell them that it will require a lot more effort
and practice to get where they want to be. So we encourage them to learn the game
more, watch it more on TV. And during the season you may give another shot at it.
In the meantime, you always have those few kids that are out there because
they’re parents want them to play, and are making them play for so many various
reason. I’m always upfront and honest with parents as we evaluate each kid. I tell them
“If he’s scared to get hit or he doesn’t do what we ask, I can’t and will not, be the one to
allow your kid to get seriously injured or even paralyzed.” He will play but he might not
play the position you want him to play and he might not play as much as you want him
to play, but he will play.
So over the next couple of weeks, you are really working on the kids’ aggression
and the ability to follow instructions. You teach them and push them, and that the
ultimate goal, is to be successful, and that hard work and practice makes perfect. These
are great life skills, which they will remember as they get older.
There are days where, the focus and desire are just not there and on these days
you remind them, by asking them, “Did you give 100% and did you get 100%?” And
letting them know that this is unacceptable and there are 21 other guys, counting on
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you to give your best. So don’t let your teammates down, make your parents proud, give
100% every day, and be better than you were yesterday.
Finally, as all things come together, you really see growth and maturity in the
kids as confidence builds and as they understand how the game works. Knowing your
position, communication, teamwork, listening, respect, and good sportsmanship. These
are the key things we work on every day, to help teach the kids the game of football. I
always like to motivate the kids and uplift them, this was a quote I used last year. “The
world’s greatest achievers, have been those who have always stayed focused on their
goals and have been consistent in their efforts” – Roopleen, Words to Inspire the
Winner in YOU.

“Peacock Spider”
Julia White
3rd Place, Art
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“Lost & Found”
Brittany Cone
3rd Place, Photography
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“Platform 9 ¾”
Kristina Grimaldi
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“Fresh Water Oceans and Purple Skies”
Meagan Mctaggart
I’ve tried to write for months about you;
The way I felt about you,
But I struggle to get the thoughts on paper.
It’s hard to write about who you are when all I want is who you are.
Even after all the months that have passed,
Your name is still the hardest blow.
I wake up and hope to see your name on the caller ID,
Then it hits me, a bullet to the heart,
I’ll never hear your voice again.
It hits me the only time I’ll ever see you is in dreams I’ll never remember.
It hits me I’ll never see that rare but always beautiful smile.
Every time I try to write about you,
My sadness spills onto the pages;
Smudged black ink ruining the words I try to write.
The words turn into brown eyes heavy with tears and goodbyes never said.
I remember call after call,
Your smile always the brightest.
You talked about the future and how you hoped it would be.
You kept telling me you loved me but I always said you were crazy.
I was still a little girl and you were still a lost boy on the run.
But your smile grew bigger each time and you never changed your mind.
You told me once that I was your purple sky and the poison that woke you up,
Now only I wish I could tell you the truth.
I wish I could tell you that while you were crazy, so was I.
I could have told you a hundred times that you were always the fresh water ocean I
depended on and the purple sky I loved.
But it’s too late now and I can never take back the last conversation, the last fight.
All I can hope for is that somehow you knew just how much you meant to me.
All I can for is that one day I’ll find my wings and see you once more.
Brown eyes heavy with tears,
I’m trying desperately to write the words weighing on my heart.
You’re no longer just a lost boy on the run,
Now you’re the boy who flew away to be free;
And I’m the little girl who’s slowly getting lost.
When I think of you the only words that come to mind are I love you.
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“How College Algebra Will Help Students in the Real World”
Jemilatu Razak
Mathematics is valuable in all spheres of life. However, math as it is used by
people in everyday life the world over is actually applied math. Most mathematics
concepts beyond the level of the basic arithmetic does not have any significant value to
most people after school and sooner or later are forgotten. It appears the real purpose of
mathematics in higher education is misunderstood. As college instructors, we have
always been faced with the task of finding right answers to give when asked questions
like: “where do I apply my college algebra knowledge in the real world?”, “why do I have
to study mathematics?” and so on. These questions have so many answers depending on
where the precise emphasis is placed. It is imperative for me as an instructor to use this
medium to help address questions and concerns raised by college students. Some of you
students might have faced repeated struggles and failure in pursuing mathematics to the
point that you feel stripped of a valuable sense of hope. Well hold your heads up, for I
am here to help diffuse the frustrations that you may feel as a student towards
mathematics. This write-up would be of interest not only to college students, but to
mathematics educators at the high level of mathematics education and to any discerning
reader who yearns to learn more about mathematics.
Historically, the story of mathematics is nearly as old as humanity as existed.
Since ancient times, mathematics has evolved from basic counting, calculations and
even taking measurements, from the study of shapes and motions of physical objects to
the application of imaginations, abstraction to logic and even on a broader and complex
and often abstract scale as it is in today’s world. Over the years, the quality of the
resources used in teaching mathematics has improved tremendously. The curricular
materials have been aligned with modern standards and even developments and
updates have been made on what we know from cognitive science. There has been
advancement in technology including the use of computer software, graphical
calculators and new apps has positive influence on what instructors emphasize in
mathematics instructions. The end result is an increased in the importance of student
reasoning and the desire to make opportunities for students to make sense of
mathematics. And lately, the internet has provided so many mathematics educational
resources. As mathematics educators, it is imperative for us to make informed decisions
regarding the choice of teaching materials. There have been efforts made to align
materials with the Common Core State Standards.
In order to maintain consistency in quality of instruction and student learning,
most colleges have established measurable learning outcomes. These outcomes include
college level General Education Outcomes and Program Level Learning Outcomes. For
instance, in Georgia the satisfaction of student individual student learning outcomes
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begins with the course level compliance with instructional standards as established
through the Technical College System of Georgia. In West Georgia Technical College,
the student learning outcomes include promoting problem-solving and critical skills
through applying algebraic concepts to common situations, modelling mathematical
concepts in real world application problems and providing sufficient algebra
background to prepare students for higher-level mathematics.
The principles of mathematics are applicable in all spheres of life. Take it that you
want to buy a car, decorate your home or save some money in the bank and even follow
a recipe, all these scenarios involve using math principles. It helps us make important
decisions when performing everyday tasks.
College algebra is the study of college-level algebra and its applications. Word
problems are typically presented in story format with the intent of providing
experiences in such a way that algebraic skills can be applicable to real life scenarios. By
doing so, we are modeling the problem by creating an equation which would describe a
particular situation. Now, most of these word problems that students normally meet in
college algebra rarely appear to attract their interest. The reason for such is the difficulty
in creating a problem that can appeal to all students. In addition, instructors attempt to
give problems that allow you gain exposure and in hopes for success. However, in trying
to do so, we end up simplifying the problem. Let’s analyze how we can use concepts like
simple interest, markup and markdown, rate of change and mortgage rates.
Imagine John just found a new job and wants to start putting aside in savings so
he can raise a family in future. Now, his brother Jake advises him to open a savings
account in a bank in order for him to amass the necessary interest over time. So John
put $2000 in the savings account with a bank which an interest of 4%. John desires to
set aside the money for 24 months. Based on this information given, how much would
John accumulate at the end of the 24 months period? The focus of this question is
looking at simple interest where money is paid out periodically at specified times and
not left to grow and compound. Solving the above questions yields: Interest (I) =
Principal (P) x Rate (R) x Time (T in years) =$2000 x 4% x 24/12 = $2000 x 0.04 x
24/12 = $160. Adding back the interest to the principal, John now has $2,160 after 24
months. This type of questions relates to our daily lives. We all have monies put aside in
the bank for certain contingencies. This same approach can be used in the computation
of student loans paid at a specified interest for a number of periods in time.
The real world out there and the algebra classroom share common positions on
problems involving rate of increase or decrease. The algebra objectives pertinent to
scenarios of these sort include the calculation of slope and direct variation. We all love
to go to the amusement parks. Let’s consider a roller coaster in an amusement park that
charges $1.50 per ride and in addition to that they charge a one-time admission fee of
$3 per person. How many rides can you take if you have $15.00? This type of question
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can be answered using a rate of change equation, 1.5x + 3 = 14, and then solving the
equation for x. Now if we extend this application to generalize the number of rides that
can be taken for any amount of money then the equation would be y=1.5x+4. The new
mathematical model could be further analyzed for algebraic components like the slop
and the intercept and even displayed graphically. Another good application in real life
using rate of change can be found by predicating your electricity bill. If you have an idea
of what your average rate in which electricity is consumed in your house, then you can
predict what your electricity bill would be in a month.
Another objective of college algebra comprises interpreting and solving problems
that involve ratios, proportions and percentages. In the real world applications, most of
the problems are created around the concept of store sales. The types of problems
created often include determining the percentage off, the percentage saved, the regular
price or the new cost. For example, suppose you walk into Macy’s store and a shirt is
priced at $30 and a sales tag says the price is 40% off. Now, you want to find out how
much the original cost of the shirt is to see if your savings would be worthwhile.
Calculating forty percent off equates to sixty percent of the original price. The sales price
is $30 and the markdown rate is 40%. We can assume “x” to be the original price. Then
x – 0.4x = 30 and 0.6x = 30. Thus, x = 50. Hence, the original price was $50.
In the realm of algebra finance, algebra can also be used in predicating what the
monthly payments or what the mortgage rates would be. Buying a house is one of the
largest investment most of us would ever make so it is imperative to calculate what the
mortgage payment will be and find out how much we can afford. To find out the what
the estimated monthly payments would be, it is important to know the present value of
the house, the down payments that have been incurred, the mortgage term or the
number of years and finally the annual interest rate offered. With advancement in
technology, there are resources available online such as the mortgage calculator that can
be used in estimating the monthly payments.
It is my hope that, as time progresses, many students would find mathematics
gratifying and a fulfilling subject to pursue outside college.
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“Mushroom Organization”
Misty Williamson
rd
3 Place, Photography
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“Beautifully Unclear”
Misty Williamson
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